**American Institutions (AI)**
HIST 1700—American History (3) AI
POL 1100—US National Government (3) AI

**Fine Arts (FF)**
BAL 1140—Ballet for Non-Majors (3) FF
DANC 1023—Dance Composition (3) FF
ENGL 2250—Intro to Creative Writing (3) FF
MUSC 1010—Introduction to Music (3) FF
MUSC 1236—Survey of Jazz (3) DVFF
MUSC 1460—Intro to Music Theory* (3) FF
MUSC 2100—History of Rock & Roll (3) FF
MUSC 3600—World Music (3) IRFF
THEA 1013—Exploring Theatre (3) FF
THEA 1040—Dramatic Arts in Television* (3) FF

**Humanities (HF)**
CL CV 1550—Classical Mythology (3) HF
COMM 2020—Communication Theory & Life* (3) HF
ENGL 2085—Digital Cultures (3) HF
ENGL 2300—Intro to Shakespeare (3) HF
ETHNC 2550—African American Experiences (3) DVHF
ETHNC 2570—American Indian Experiences* (3) DVHF
HIST 1110—European History Since 1300 (3) HF
HUM 1550—Great Science Books (3) HF
PHIL 1001—Intro: Ethical Dilemmas* (3) HF
WLC 2010—Intro to the Study of Lit & Culture (3) HF

**Physical/Life Science and Applied Science (SF/AS)**
ANTH 1020—Human Origins: Evol/Diversity (3) SF
ANTH 1050—Evolution of Human Nature* (3) SF
ASTR 1060—The Universe (3) SF
ATMOS 1010—Severe & Unusual Weather* (3) SF
ATMOS 1020—Climate Change* (3) SF
ENG 1022—Survey of Engineering (3) SF
GEO 1000—Science in Cinema* (3) SF
GEO 1040—World of Dinosaurs* (3) SF
NUIP 1020—Foundations of Human Nutrition (3) AS
PHYS 1010—The Way Things Work (3) SF
PHYS 1110—Physics of the Human Body (3) AS

**Social/Behavioral Science (BF)**
ANTH 1010—Culture & the Human Experience (3) BF
ANTH 1030—Prehistoric Archaeology* (3) BF
ECON 2030—Economics and Society (3) BF
ED PS 2030—Research and Inquiry (3) BF
ENTP 1010—Entrepreneurship and Society (3) BF
ETHNC 2580—Asian American Experiences* (3) DVBF
FCS 1500—Lifespan Human Development (3) BF
FCS 2400—Modern Family: A Life Course (3) BF
GEOG 1300—World Regional Geography* (3) BF
GEOG 1400—Human Geography* (3) BF
LING 1200—Intro to the Study of Language (3) BF
PRT 1110—Happiness/The Good Life (3) BF
PSY 1010—Intro to Psychology (4) BF
SOC 1010—Intro to Sociology (3) BF

*Course is only offered entirely Online with no required meeting time/location, IVC (asynchronous delivery using web video technology), or in a Hybrid format. Some courses may be offered in-person or in a variety of formats. Pay close attention to the course "type" (Online, Interactive Video Class (IVC), in person) when registering.